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Inbound Call Center Supercharge your Agents

Key Features

n 60 concurrent agent call sessions per MX250

n Automatic Call Distribution & IVR

n Queuing with music and announcements 

n Indication of position and expected wait time  
 in queue 

n Queue exit options and overflow routing 

n Fully customizable wallboard for reports and analysis

n Agents can log into multiple groups 

n Multiple supervisors 

n Silent monitoring 

n Call recording

n Call Attached Data for wrap-up and account codes

n Callback processing 

n Group mailbox 

n Instant messaging, presence, and chat

n ScreenDial™ lets agents call numbers directly  
 from customer records 

n Detailed reports, real time statistics and monitoring 

n Screen pops alert Agents to incoming call

n Flexible call handling rules

n MXremote™ allows agents to work from any phone –  
 home or office 

n Automatic agent log out 

n Multiple languages and worldwide support

Supercharge Your Call Center  
The Inbound Call Center (ICC) software is a complete software 
package for the Zultys MX family of IP PBXs (the MX250 
and MX30) that handles incoming calls to a group of agents, 
distributes the calls based on specified rules, and queues them 
when agents are not available to answer the calls in real time. 
The ICC functions as an advanced automatic call distributor 
(ACD) to queue and distribute calls to agents from the queue 
as they become available. It also supports Interactive Voice 
Response (IVR). Agents can be located anywhere in the world, 
as long as they have a broadband Internet connection. This 
provides true flexibility and around the clock coverage, without 
having to relocate key talent. 

Agents and Supervisors access ICC functions through the Zultys 
MXIE™ Unified Communications client software running on 
their computer.  MXIE supports a range of Operator Groups and 
multiple levels of Agent Roles, and lets you log into multiple roles 
simultaneously. It provides agents and supervisors with real time 
information about the operation of the call center, screen pops, 
presence, instant messaging, and a softphone. 

The same software allows supervisors to manipulate calls in the 
queue, monitor Agent status and define Wallboard information. 
Other MXIE features, such as Call Record from any phone (on the 
MX250) and Call Attached Data (which lets you attach call wrap-
up and account codes to calls for additional reporting) improve 
your Call Center efficiency and productivity.

Zultys ICC is enabled by software licenses and runs directly on 
the MX30 or MX250. 

Whether your company has a handful of agents in a support 
group or every employee is an agent in a call center,  the ICC 
solution from Zultys can scale to meet your requirements and 
supercharge your call center.

Zultys ICC Enables                  
Organizations  
to Efficiently 
Connect Their Agents 
With Their Clients
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Easy Configuration and Management
The administration user interface (UI) for the MX30 and MX250 
is easy to use and allows for the rapid configuration of ICC 
groups. Adding members to a group is a simple operation and 
any member can be granted supervisor privileges or granted 
multiple roles.

The administrator can configure a queue with announcements 
by installing an audio file that has been created, using default 
prompts that come with the system, or create announcements 
using the text-to-speech capabilities of the administration UI. 
Music on hold can be selected to play when announcements are 
not being made to the callers in queue. Call handling rules can 
be configured as necessary to provide better service to custom-
ers. For example, if agents do not answer a call that is routed to 
their stations, they can be automatically logged out. Adminis-
trators may also use these capabilities to also create Interactive 
Voice Response systems.

Agents
All agents use the MXIE (pronounced “mix-ee”) Unified Commu-
nications client. This O/S independent software runs on all Win-
dows platforms, Mac and Linux. MXIE supports 26 languages 
and dialects. Not all features are available for all platforms.

Once agents have logged into MXIE they become active in the 
ICC groups that the administrator has configured.

Agents may have multiple roles and presence states. These in-
dicate the time an agent is available, active, in wrap up, or not 
available. Agents have the capability to send instant messages 
to other agents or supervisors. This feature can be used to 
seek advice or provide instruction and is less intrusive than the 

traditional whisper feature.  Agents may also make outbound 
calls under their non-Agent daily user MXIE  role, ensuring that 
private or non-Call Center related calls are not logged or ac-
counted for in the system as ICC calls.

Calls are distributed to agents in one of three ways: least busy 
(the next call is sent to the agent who has been less active than 
others), ring all (all agents receive the call), or round robin (the 
agents each receive a call in turn).

Supervisors 
Supervisors who log into MXIE as a supervisor (license required), can 
view real time statistics, as well as listen in on agent’s conversations 
(monitor). Supervisors can log into those groups specifically if they 
also wish to be presented with calls as an agent. Supervisors can log 
out any agent.

Supervisors can define wallboard information and view real time 
statistics for the performance of each group, and can manipulate calls 
and call back requests in the queue. When the agents use Zultys IP 
phones, the supervisor can silently monitor a call if required.

Call Attached Data 
Call Attached Data (CAD) is an incredibly useful feature that allows 
agents, supervisors and end users to enter critical call information 
and notes into a pop-up “Post-It Notes” window. Customized Call At-
tached Data fields can be built using the CAD Set-up tool in MXadmin-
istrator, allow companies to create questions, content and notes fields 
for the pop-up window. CAD data notes and information are attached 
to each unique call and will follow a call through the queing and call 
transfer process, so agents and operators will be able to access the 
notes at every step of the call.

CAD information may even be 
edited after the call has ended 
to permit more informed 
post-call processing and  
follow-up actions. CAD data is 
also attached to every call log 
file, letting users have a record 
 of all the call notes and special 
information.

CAD can boost your call  
center’s operations and ensure 
that all calls get the attention 
they need.
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Queue Management
The MX Administrator can configure the Inbound Call Center for 
queue overflow, based on time or number of customers in the 
queue. For example, if the queue average wait time (response by 
an agent) becomes greater than a set number of minutes, then the 
administrator has the ability to overflow the queue to Voice Mail, 
an operator, another extension, another phone number or another 
queue. The same can be done should a set number of customers 
enter a queue. In essence, precise algorithms of call overflow can 
be designed to handle busy queues.

Callers can be presented with their position or expected wait time 
in queue, and the ICC can play different announcements to the 
caller at different times after the caller has entered the queue. The 
administrator can also determine caller options exiting the queue.

Supervisors have the ability to move a call to the top of a queue, 
pull a call from a queue and answer it, assign a call to a specific 
agent, transfer a call out of a queue, or direct a call in queue to the 
group voice mail box.

Statistics
Through MXIE, supervisors can see real time statistics for all 
groups for which they are a supervisor. Using the statistics, the 
supervisor may decide to add agents or divert calls.

The ICC provides statistics that show a snapshot of the overall per-
formance of a group. The current status of all agents in the group 
is displayed, including presence states. Detailed information on the 
number of calls, call handling, average talk time, and average wait 
time is available in a clear tabular form.

Agent statistics give a supervisor up to date information on the 
performance of each agent in a specific group. A summary of login 
information and the time that every agent spends in each presence 
state is provided. Additionally, the supervisor can see how many 
calls and call back requests a particular agent has handled.

Wallboard
The wallboard feature allows supervisors to display information 
about the operation and current status of the call center. The data 
can be displayed in a custom format and displayed for private 

viewing on multiple PCs or for open room viewing from an over-
head LCD or data projector. The wallboard uses Microsoft Excel 
and the display is fully customizable with warnings and alerts 
which may be initiated when thresholds are exceeded.

The ICC software uses your pre-installed Microsoft Excel to pull 
data from the Zultys MX250 or MX30 IP PBX for specific ICC 
groups. This spreadsheet is referenced from MXIE and brought 
up as a wallboard display. Using Excel allows you to completely 
select the data that is displayed and its appearance on the 
wallboard. You can make changes very easily at any time. Both 
visual and audible alarms can be played when events occur.

Call Recording on Demand
Any agent in queue or Supervisor using MXIE may initiate 
call recording for that call. Call recording can be setup to be 
automatic (at all times) or on demand, and lets your agents 
record a complete conversation for quality control and follow-up 
purposes. The system can also be configured to play recording 
beeps, in 
conformance 
with certain 
state laws.

Sample Wallboard created in Excel
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Remote Agents
Agents can be located anywhere around the globe and function 
seamlessly as part of an ICC group by leveraging the benefits of 
the MXgroup™ feature of the Zultys IP communications system.  
MXgroup lets Zultys IP PBXs be connected in a highly survivable 
peer-to-peer network to provide organization-wide Unified Com-
munications and ICC services to as many as 128 locations, sup-
porting thousands of users. The Zultys MXconnect™ feature lets 
an agent use any phone in conjunction with the MXIE system – a 
SIP phone, analog phone or even a mobile phone, without requir-
ing VPN connections. With MXconnect the Zultys system extends 
secure system coverage and full PBX  functionality to Agents, no 
matter where they are located.  All that is required is  a computer  
running the MXIE software and a phone.

Larger Call Centers 
Using MXcluster™ technology, multiple IP PBXs (so long as they 
are homogenous, i.e. all MX250 or all MX30 IP PBXs)  can act 
as a single system with N+1 redundancy.  Linking four MX250 
systems in an MXcluster provides up to 8 T1 or E1 circuits to the 
PSTN for a maximum of 240 PSTN calls. The MXcluster can handle 
240 incoming calls from SIP gateways or from Internet Telephony 
Service Providers (ITSPs). A total of 240 agents can be configured 
and active on calls. 

Reports
Supervisors can access the administration UI of the MX30 or 
MX250 to generate a number of detailed reports. Information is 
pulled from the SQL database on the MX30 or MX250 and ex-
ported to a data format that can then be manipulated by Crystal 
Reports, or using ODBC for interface with your ODBC compliant 
databases.

Supervisors can obtain historical reports on the groups that indi-
cate abandoned calls, call back reports, ICC group performance 
reports, presence reports, and agent activity reports. This infor 
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mation allows supervisors to plan and make decisions on how 
to improve their call centers.

The internal structure of the SQL database is documented 
and standard ODBC access is provided to the data. Therefore 
you can use various third party applications to create custom 
reports that may be specifically required for a particular call 
center. In addition, Call Data Records (CDR) may be auto-
matically archived to an external SQL database, offloading 
this requirement from the IP PBX.

Integration with Workforce 
Management, CRM, IVR & TTS
MXIE uses TAPI as its API, which in turn allows for call to be 
originated from popular CRM programs including Microsoft 
Outlook, or they can call directly from any document using 
the ScreenDial™ feature. ScreenDial lets you call from any 
application, allowing you to conveniently dial directly from a 
CRM, EMR, a Word or Excel document, or a website.

The system can provide simple IVR capabilities with its com-
prehensive auto attendant. For more complex applications 
that require speech recognition and database access, a third 
party SIP based IVR system can be used. This capability also 
includes a Text To Speech function that lets you easily create 
Auto Attendant and IVR messages.

Zultys’ feature-rich Unified  
Communications solution can  

supercharge your ICC and  
make it more productive,  
efficient and profitable


